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Read by Walter Covell. Take a fascinating
journey through strange and exotic
countries. Marco Polo (1254-1324), is
probably the most famous Westerner who
traveled on the Silk Road. With his 24-year
journey through Asia he surpassed all other
travelers in his determination, his writing,
and his influence. He reached further than
any of his predecessors, beyond Mongolia
to China. He became a confidant of Kublai
Khan (1214-1294). He traveled the whole
of China and returned to tell the tale, which
became one of the worlds greatest
travelogues.

His journey through the East began in 1271when, still a teenager, he set out of Venice and found himself traversing the
most exotic countries. HisEVERYMAN S LIBRARY EDITED BY ERNEST RHYS TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY
MARCO POLO S TRAVELS WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY JOHNMarco Polo was an Italian merchant, explorer,
and writer, born in the Republic of Venice. His travels are recorded in Livres Marco Polo (1254 to January 8, 1324) was
a Venetian explorer known for the book The Travels of Marco Polo, which describes his voyage toREADERS GUIDE.
Questions and Topics for Discussion. 1. Though many of his contemporaries doubted the veracity of his story, Marco
Polos account of hisThe Travels of Marco Polo [Marco Polo, Ronald Latham] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Marco Polo was the most famous traveller of hisMarco Polo (1254-1329) has achieved an almost archetypal
status as a traveller, and his Travels is one of the first great travel books of Western literature,Book of the Marvels of the
World or Description of the World (Devisement du Monde), in Italian Il Milione (The Million) or Oriente Poliano and in
English - 62 min - Uploaded by Dali HD Gaming 2Thank you for watching. Subscribe for more great videos. Hit the
like/dislike button if you feel like The Travels by Marco Polo. Marco Polo was the most famous traveller of his time.
His voyages began in 1271 with a Marco Polo (1254-1329) has achieved an almost archetypal status as a traveller, and
his Travels is one of the first great travel books of Western literature, The travels of Marco Polo from Venice to Asia
opened up a whole new world to Europeans. The story of his journey influenced mapmakers and And their weight is so
great that when they travel in search of food or drink, . writes: Ta-li fu is an ancient city it is the Carajan of Marco
Polo.An Historical Point & Click Casual Adventure. Discover the extraordinary story of Marco Polo. Back from 25
years of traveling, the Venetian explorer beganThe Travels of Marco Polo [Marco Polo, Peter Harris, William Marsden,
Colin Thubron] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Now in aMarco Polo (12541324) was the son of a Venetian
merchant and traveler. In 1271, Marco, with his father and uncle, began a journey that four years later led to The
Paperback of the The Travels by Marco Polo at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Nicholas Lezard
finds a world of pleasure in a new edition of The Travels of Marco Polo, translated by William Marsden.As many
schoolchildren know, Marco Polo (c. 1254-1324) was a Venetian traveler who, with his father and uncle, traveled to the
Orient and brought back This work is incomplete. If youd like to help expand it, see the help pages and the style guide,
or leave a comment on this works talk page.
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